
Period Furniture Group

For those who were unable to attend the Sept. 22nd meeting this is a recap.

Most discussion centered around the Fall project of the knife/silverware box and how to produce
the banding and purfling for the box. Bruce discussed the use of the Golden rectangle in 
determining the perfect proportion for the build and provided a handout. This will also be 
provided in a e-doc release to all PFG membership. Bruce also followed with an extensive “how 
to” on general banding assembly and design. Design possibilities are as wide as your 
imagination.  At times the discussion felt very much like Algebra 1 and plane geometry which 
took us away from the usual woodworking kind of conversation.

I am happy to say that we were breaking ground on a previously unplowed area in the field of 
knowledge. At least within the PFG. Well it is safer to say the ground had not been plowed in a 
long time.

Bill discussed his experience with creating the lunette banding in three different processes. 
There are advantages and disadvantages to each of the processes. Gary Kokx also provided a 
procedure for a fourth process. Anyone got five? Give me a Five! Five! Although time did not 
permit, actual sand shading of the lunettes will be done in the next meeting. Further to be 
discussed will be the creation of paterae for the lid or whatever you want incorporated in your 
design.

Gary Kokx of Maine has built four of the silverware boxes modeled after the Steve Lash boxes. 
He is going to try to have one of those four at the next meeting. Gary will be a valuable resource 
during the project. He is even talking about doing a fifth and doing it a little differently. That’s 
called “growth”!

Between now and the next meeting Bill and Bruce will be working towards producing drawings 
for the project and putting together clearer documentation. Gary Kokx “again to the rescue” has 
his full size “hard copy” drawings from his builds and the original article by Steve Lash in the 
SAPFM periodical. Bill is going to build a chbox with Lash’s design elements if your decor or 
needs are not for the knife box. The timing of that has to be worked on as I am building boxes for
Santa.

Discussion ensued about thicknesing material for inlay in a small wood shop. This is essential 
for 100% success and can cost a $1000 plus in equipment not to mention the use of valuable 
space. Small shop built jigs powered by tools you already own might be the answer. The usual 
turn to the “versatile table saw” is another but with caveats.   



Reference Material

This material, is in no particular order.  There is a lot! Plan to use your computers “search” 
functionality  within this document and Google for further Internet searching.

Look up Buffard Fres on the Internet. At one time a huge manufactory of bandings.

http://www.leevalley.com/us/wood/page.aspx?c=&cat=1&p=45550 (copy and paste this URL 
into your browser)

Banding Components of a veneer log. That is log as in a tree log. Individual banding pieces are sawed 
from the log as needed. There are NO norms in construction of a log. It is YOUR log. Go for it and try 
Morse code if you want.

1.) Outer Veneers…These components are the top and bottom members of the banding package. When
the completed banding is inlaid in place the Outer Veneers are the defining lines on the outside edges of
the banding. An Outer Veneer may be a single line of veneer or even multiple lines of veneer. The 
Outer Veneers whose grain runs along the length of the Package serves to hold the horizontal and 
vertical components together once glued.

2.) Horizontal Components…The Horizontal Components’ grain usually runs along the length of the 
Package. The component members are uniformly cross cut from a longer strip of wood. It’s thickness is
equal to the height of the Vertical Component and it is also usually wider than the Vertical Component.

3.) The Vertical Components…The Vertical Components each usually have three members that are 
glued to one another. Each Vertical Component is uniformly cross cut from a longer section that has 
two outside members and one interior member. The outside members have contrasting wood tones 
from that of the inside members. The grain direction of the Vertical Component is 90 degrees to the 
Horizontal Components’ grain direction. The height of this component is equal to the thickness of the 
Horizontal Component.

In this you tube video Bob specifically creates a saw tooth banding similar to what is used in the knife 
box.
https://youtu.be/a44q5jR9kYM (cut and paste in your browser or CTRL click)

Very good article on embellishments.
http://emgw.org/Resources/Documents/Meeting%20Presentations/2015%2004%20Period
%20Banding/EMGW%20Banding%20Presentation%2020150411%20Woodcraft.pdf
(cut and paste in your browser or CTRL click)

A worthy read
http://theapprenticeandthejourneyman.com/tag/banding/ (cut and paste in your browser or CTRL click)



Making thin project stock

“Luthiers friend” thickness sander.
Utilizes the robo drum sander on a drill press or adaptable to an oscillating drum sander.

http://www.luthiersfriend.com/

Or build your own but using the robo sander is recommended to alleviate quill wear issues if you 
are using the drill press.

Some other thoughts on this subject.

 Fine Woodworking Magazine, August 
1997 No. 125



Fine Woodworking Magazine, December 
1982 No. 37

Ellipse construction

Start with the height and width of the desired
ellipse. The two lines are the major and 
minor axes of the ellipse. The major axis is 
the longer one.

1.  With the compasses' point on the center, 
set the compasses' width to half the width 
(major axis) of the desired ellipse.

(This is called the ellipse semimajor axis).



Ellipse construction

2.  Move the compasses' point to one end of 
the minor axis of the desired ellipse and draw
two arcs across the major axis.

3.  Where these arcs cross the major axis are 
the foci of the ellipse. Label them F1, F2.

4.  Put a pin in each end of the major axis 
(they will be moved later), and tie a string to 
them so that the string between them is taut. 
The best way to do this is to push the pin 
through the string itself if possible, rather 
than tying a knot.

5.  Leaving the string attached, move the pins
to the focus points F1, F2. Put a pencil point 
against the string and pull the string taut with
the pencil.



Ellipse construction

6.  Keeping the string taut, move the pencil in
a large arc. The pencil will draw out the 
desired ellipse. To avoid the string catching 
on the pins, you may find it better to draw 
the upper and lower halves of the ellipse 
separately.

7.  Done. The ellipse will pass through the 
four initial points defining the ends of the 
major and minor axes.

VENEER
average veneer-thickness is 5 to 8 pieces of copy paper 1/50 to 1/32” thk.
THICK veneer is 1/16” thk. By veneer industry standards. 

Recommend backer veneer layer on veneer thickness less than 1/24 thk . Preferably of the same species
or in the same color range for some forgiveness if sand through occurs. The backer veneer layer is 
glued 90deg to surface veneer and 90deg to substrate, if it is not MDF. The rougher side of veneer is 
the glue side, feel carefully. Always balance a panel by applying equal veneer plys top and bottom. Dry
on edge for equal air circulation and drying. Finish both sides of the panel.

Hints: with cold press adhesive a 45/60 minute application of pressure is sufficient. Then remove 
pressure and allow to dry with air circulation on both top and bottom for 4/5hrs min.

Scuff sand substrates for best adhesion with 100/120grit and then brush vacuum before applying 
adhesive.

LEARN MORE:         BECOME online member of FWW
Recommend joewoodworker.com for great info on veneer process

Society of American Period Furniture Makers
http://www.sapfm.org



VENEER VENDORS
Constantine’s, Certainly wood, veneersupplies.com, berkshireveneer.com - joewoodworker.com and of 
course YOURSELF!

END MILL SUPPLIERS
you will need bits unless your a hand tool purist.

Drilltechnology.com - Think and tinker thinktink.com - stewmac.com
Thinktink bits seem sharper than Stewmac’s.

Society of American Period Furniture Makers
http://www.SAPFM.org


